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Just Out Of Reach Of My Two Empty Arms
Percy Sledge

PERCY SLEDGE - JUST OUT OF REACH (OF MY TWO EMPTY ARMS)- 1967 4/4 - 60
(V.F. Stewart)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4jdXFaHc5I&playnext=1&list=PL7FB74A6909F100C0

The Tab follows the original recording and not YouTube.

|./.  |: Repeat the previous Chord and Measure of 4-counts.

INTRO: |G                |C           |Am    |D  D7  |
          Out of reach of my two empty ar   -    ms.
VERSE 1:

G                   |C      G      |
   A love that runs,   away from me.
G                   |D                |
   Dreams that just,   won t let me be.
./.                 |./.               |
   Blues that keeps,    on bothering me.
D              D7   |G                   |
   Chains that just,   won t set me free.

CHORUS:

G                |./.               |C    |./.
  To far away from you, and all your cha  -  rm.
    |D               |D      D7   |G    |D  D7  |
Just out of reach, of my two empty arms.

VERSE 2:

G                       |C            G   |
   Each night in dreams,   I see your face.
G           |D                  |
   Memories,   time cannot erase.
./.             |./.                    |
   Then I awake,    and find you re gone.
D             D7   |G              |
  Then I m so blue,   and all alone.

CHORUS:

G                 |./.              |C    |./.
  So far away from you, so sweet and wa   -  rm.
    |D               |D      D7   |G    |Eb  Eb7  |
Just out of reach, of my two empty arms.



VERSE 3:

Ab                       |Db         Ab  |
   That lonesome feeling,    all the time.
Ab                  |Eb                 |
   Knowing that you,   could not be mine.
./.                    |./.           |
   Dreams that hurt me,    in my sleep.
Eb           Eb7  |Ab               |
   Vows that we,      can never keep.

CHORUS:

Ab                 |./.              |Db    |./.
   So far away from you, and all your cha -  rm.

                                          / (Break)
    |Eb              |Eb     Eb7  |Ab    |Ab
Just out of reach, of my two empty ar  -  ms.

Tab by: DAIRYBEAT (AndrÃ© H. Hofman, Purmerend, Netherlands).
FREE Dairybeat ORIGINALS, COVERS and BACKING TRACKS on:
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/default.cfm?bandID=137360&content=music
https://soundcloud.com/dairybeat
https://www.youtube.com/user/Dairybeat


